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Carrier PacketPlus™
Streamline Onboarding and
Automate Carrier Qualification
While Reducing Risk & Fraud

Carrier SelectScore™ AI Engine
Delivers Consistent Verification
and Enforces Hiring Standards

In-Depth Carrier Profiles
Provide Valuable Background
Information and Drive Sales

Decode Who’s Really Signing
Your Carrier Contracts Using
Enhanced Identity Verification

BUILT ON

BIG DATA

Carrier411 is launching Carrier511. It’s designed exclusively for
trucking companies, and there’s nothing like it in the industry.
You might be asking yourself, what does Carrier511 have to do
with carrier onboarding? The answer is everything. Carriers will
love it, and so will brokers. Carrier511 provides a valuable service
to carriers that they desperately want and need, and it bridges
the big data gap between carriers and brokers. Carrier511 is
also the foundation for our new Carrier PacketPlus™ carrier
onboarding feature within Carrier411.
Carrier PacketPlus™ is designed with better technology than
other popular carrier onboarding services, and it will dramatically
improve the way you onboard carriers with ease and efficiency.
Carrier PacketPlus™ will be integrated in Carrier411 and use our
Carrier SelectScore™ artificial intelligence algorithm to ensure
the only carriers that get set up with your brokerage meet your
hiring standards, which you can configure and adjust.
Carrier PacketPlus™ is designed to reduce risk and eliminate
potential fraud that often occurs during the carrier onboarding
process. It is built on big data that only Carrier411 can provide.
You will even know if the carrier has already made its information
available to us in Carrier511, see the majority of that information
in Carrier411 before you send an onboarding request, and know
if that carrier has been onboarded with other brokers. People
in carrier qualification and carrier sales will love it. Carrier
PacketPlus™ will be available to use in Carrier411 at absolutely
no charge for at least one year. We want to disrupt the industry
and take the legs out from other carrier onboarding services,
and we’re going to do it. We just want to let you know the truth.

